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EDITOR’S RANT
Ah Christmas, Hanukkah, or more recently Festivas (the party for all
the rest of us that really don’t identify with Santa Claus), its greatest
representation for most us, I believe, is that we finally get some time off.
I sympathise of course with those in hospitality that work during the
holiday period, and certainly hope you get your turn soon, but in the
meantime I’m joining the masses taking up residence on the couch and/
or hammock.
This time of year also sees many of us swanning around at festive parties,
whether loosely based around the concept of jingling bells or not.
I recently had the pleasure of meeting a new and wonderous creature at a
booze-based party at Icebergs, based in the irony of the name, particularly
during an Aussie Christmas. This rapidly emerging breed of professional
party-goer has been shaking up the social media world and making the
professional marketers sweat with their ease of success. We are talking, of
course, about ‘The Influencer’.
Not a hint of irony was let slip when two attractive young women politely
responded to my question on what they do (and by implication, how was
it they are at this media event) by telling me they are actually Influencers.
Despite their reputed powers to affect others, they were thus far short
on ammunition from this affair as to my surprise, they didn’t actually
know what the event was about. This despite the plethora of promotional
material all over the room and fact that it was an invitation only event by
the product in question.
Sadly, I was left uneducated when I went on to ask who it was in fact
that they were influencing. I don’t know whether this was deemed too
obvious to warrant a response or merely the first time someone had
asked and they weren’t sure how to define their purpose. Either way, I was
left wondering what is the appeal in uninformed, would-be experts?
This brush with fame helped me realise how important it is to stay top of
the game in the PR dance. You too could be an ‘influencer’ and turn on
that tap, or you could be influenced.
It could be said that my feature this month on The Espy is mildly
excessive. If so, I apologise, as it should really have been overtly excessive.
More than impressed, I see this revival story as a virtual manifestation
of the pub fairy tale and think what it tells is an analogy for what it’s all
about.
Finally, the very best of silly season greetings to you all and the family.
Cheers,
Clyde
clyde@pubtic.com.au
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Paul Kelly Design wishes you a
very Happy Holiday season and
peaceful and prosperous New Year.
See you in 2019!

ANNUAL PLANNING

Plan to Win

A guide to planning PR and marketing
for the year ahead
With December in full swing and a crazy January just around
the corner, it’s easy to forget about the slower periods later in the
year. Despite the hectic nature of summer, now is the time to get
planning to make the most of every opportunity. PR doyen Emma
Castle has done the legwork for this guide to planning ahead.
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Benjamin Franklin famously said that ‘The failure to plan is
a plan to fail’. Anybody who has ever missed a promotional
opportunity or forgotten about a key date will know how
frustrating this can be.

foodie, sport or movie trivia night as a special event? Have
you considered hosting bingo, a board game night, eating
competition or life drawing class?

So what should you consider to make sure you don’t miss
out?

1. Key Dates
What are the key promotional dates for your pub? And have
you briefed everyone on what needs to happen to make the
most of them? Have you spoken to your management team,
PR representatives, graphic designers, suppliers and staff?
Do you know when school holidays begin and end in your
state or territory? When the big football matches are being
held? Have you spoken to all the sales reps about when new
products are being released and how you can capitalise on
that?
Creating a plan around key dates such as grand finals,
Melbourne Cup, Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, and any special
local events and festivals will help you plan ahead to make
sure your promotions are in-market for long enough to be
effective, and that all the supporting actions like the creation
of website or social media landing pages, printing, and
ordering are done in time.

Do you have you got a coffee machine? Then have you
considered creating a space for local business people to meet
for coffee during the day? Some suburbs lack decent places for
coffee, especially after 3pm, so this could be a sweet spot for
your pub.
Sit down with your team and ask them what they think would
work. Hire an external facilitator if you think that would
help everyone think more objectively and creatively. Search
Pinterest for ideas, and ask your patrons what they would
like to see. You could create a suggestions box for people to
submit their ideas, and incentivise them with F&B vouchers.

3. Marketing & promotion
Do you have a marketing strategy? If so, have you reviewed it
lately? Are you attracting the right kinds of customers? And if
not, why not? If you are, what are you doing right?
A new customer ‘classification’ has emerged known as the
New Economic Order (NEO). Economist Dr Ross Honeywill
says that society is split into two groups: NEOs on one side
and Traditionals on the other.

2. Ideas
When was the last time you sat down with your team to
brainstorm? Have you ever held an off-site planning day
or done any research on trend forecasting around what is
popular in pubs around the world? What could you be doing
that would set you apart - and make you money?
You don’t have to completely reinvent the wheel. Have you
considered hosting a specialist trivia night? What about a
December 2018 PubTIC | 7
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He says there are two kinds of NEOs: people who have ‘made
it’, and those aspiring. Honeywill says Traditionals are born
that way and won’t change. Traditionals hate it when the
menu, decor or crowd changes. They’re an RSL kind of crowd.
They love a bargain and are happy to drink mass market
brands of wine and beer.
NEOS, on the other hand, love trying new things.
In his recent report, Honeywill explains: “They will buy new
technology – all those 4G smartphones, tablets, WiFi devices,
wearables and implantables – but they’ll also spend their hardwon rewards on home extensions and renovations, travel,
eating in and out, drinking, online banking, investing in shares
and online high-interest savings accounts, and an entire range
of services that make their lives easier, more individual, and
more controllable. They vote governments in and out, fill
our colleges and universities, and take professional roles and
executive positions.
According to Honeywill, there are 4.6 million NEOs in
Australia and an additional 5.4 million Aspiring NEOs meaning
that together they represent almost half of the population.
Far beyond a small niche, they have powerful social and
business clout.
So how do you attract them?
For starters, they love drinking good wine and eating out.
Have you reviewed your wine list recently? Have you updated
your menus? This consumer group is attracted to words like
‘heirloom’, ‘organic’, ‘biodynamic’ and ‘regional’.
They are also massive consumers of media. They go to the
movies, they read the paper, they download movies and TV on
Netflix and they love the Internet.
This leads to the question: are you promoting your pub in
the right places to attract the highest-yielding consumers?
If you’re not on Instagram or Facebook and you don’t have
a search engine optimisation (SEO) strategy, there’s a good
chance you are invisible to some of the biggest spenders.
You also have to ask yourself: How are you communicating
with consumers when they are in your pub? This covers
everything from menu design, to uniforms, to interior design,
and even things like the hand wash you use in the bathrooms
– foam dispensers or one with essential oils, and whether
you offer hand towels or hand dryers. Details like the kind
of lighting, and your colour scheme. All of these things tell
people a story about what kind of place they are in.
Make sure you do your research. Go to as many pubs as
you can and experience the environment. Ask yourself
how it makes you feel. Things like lighting, music, air-flow,
natural light and colours all make a huge difference, even if
subconscious.
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4. Seasonality & menus
Have you met with any of the producers from your region?
Been to any of the farm gates? Met any of the local artisans?
Investing in relationships with local producers may sound
like a lot of hard work, but these relationships pay off when
it comes to storytelling in your menus. If you are able to
authentically say that the fish is from Jack at the local seafood
co-op, or that the cheese is from the lady down the road, or
that the greens were grown in the backyard of the pub, this is
the kind of detail that the new wave of consumers want.
Make sure your chefs are trained in the latest techniques,
and take everything off the menu that doesn’t fit with your
location or the skills of your team. If you have a Korean chef,
offer a Bibimbap. If you don’t – and you can’t be sure of their
competence – take it off the menu.
Do a few things, do them well, and make sure they suit the
local market.
Make sure you review the trends in pub menus. (Click here for
a recent article we wrote about this in the October edition.)

Partnerships
Do you have any active partnerships? Are you a member of
the local Chamber of Commerce? Have you connected with
the local tourism representatives? Do you host any networking
events or sponsor any local sporting teams? If you are not
involved in your community, you are missing out on huge
opportunities for exposure and the generation of goodwill.
The beauty of pubs is that they are community hubs, so think
outside the square. Are there any Mums & Bubs groups that
could come in during the day? If so, do you have change
tables, toys and spaces that are suitable for children? Are there
organisations like paramedics, nurses, police or teachers to
whom you could offer discounts or special offers?
Beyond your local community, have you spoken to all of your
sales reps about joint promotions you could run throughout
the year? Are there any activations they could run in-house
that would engage your patrons and possibly attract a new

ANNUAL PLANNING
clientele? Can they give you prizes? Or can you amplify their
national on-premise activities to benefit your customers with
their marketing clout?

Final thoughts
A plan has to be measurable, so once you have decided what
you are going to do, make a list of all the actions that need
to happen, delegate where necessary, and schedule time to

review the progress.
Make sure you know what success looks like. Is it an increase
in revenue? Profit? More people signing up to the newsletter,
or more people making private event bookings?
Be clear about what you are going to do, how you are going
to, and how you will know if you succeeded.

DOWNLOAD 2019 PR CALENDAR:

DOUBLE A4
PAGE SIZE

SINGLE A4
PAGE SIZE
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Quality Vs Quantity
Social media may seem pretty hit and
miss, but there is science and strategy to
getting results. PR professional Michael
Willcocks of Men At Work explains

We all have that friend who overshares. I look at my Facebook
feed sometimes and wonder how people have this much time
to share junk posts. I’m not going to un-Friend these people,
nor will I pick up the phone and tell them what I think of the
very unfunny comic strip post. What I will do is scroll straight
past and not engage with the post.
My point here, this is a common occurrence with both
personal and brand pages – such as venues.
If you take a look at the numbers: over eighty per cent of
users want to and do follow brands on social media. More
often than not, users following brands are in pursuit of more
information about a product or service. In terms of pubs
specifically, it would be more information about things like
menu items and what’s on.
The interesting part is, out of that eighty per cent – sixty per
cent are annoyed at too many posts by brands showing up in
their feed.
Consider frequency. I think the sweet spot for posting on
Instagram is seven times per week (if you have the original
content to do so). Facebook is a pay-to-play space, so
it comes down to a budget. If you only have one solid
promotion per week, I’d suggest putting as much of your
spend behind that, and perhaps post a few times outside that.
If you have substantial activities it is perfectly fine to post 10
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times per week, provided you give the posts some ad support.
In terms of managing what is being published each month,
I can’t stress enough how important it is to create content
calendars. Even just a list of what is being published will help
you take a top-line view of what is going out there each
month.
Taking it to an extra level of organisation and QA for what
you’ll publish is to create content pillars. For a typical venue
this may look like: 25% Community, 25% Menu, 25% Humour,
25% Live Music / Sport. This will ensure a good mix of
information, and not posting ‘come and drink beer at our pub’
20 times a month. (I’ve seen this happen.)
Reporting is a good way of keeping track of what is working
and what is not. You can use the numbers. We report on
customer’s pages, looking at what posts worked best and
what didn’t perform. We will increase the working content and
throw out the non-performers, so each month we improve
what is published.
Lastly, it would be rude of me not to wish everyone a Merry
Christmas and prosperous New Year.
Cheers … Michael Willcocks
Men At Work

MAJOR FEATURE
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The one …
The only …

The Espy

Ending more than three years in the
wilderness, St Kilda beats again to the
dulcet new design of one of Australia’s
most famous live music pubs, as
Melbourne masters Sand Hill Road
end an epic journey of rediscovery in
St Kilda. Clyde Mooney heeds the piper
and speaks with the creators of the
new legend.
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Overlooking the tempestuous waters of St Kilda and Port
Philip Bay since 1878 is a magnificent example of the power of
promise – a five-storey unlikely ode to Georgian decadence,
the iconic Esplanade Hotel.
Through nearly a century and a half this classic traditional
hotel has seen a myriad of offerings, a decadent retreat for
the well-to-do in the late 1800s, permanent residence of a
wealthy and arguably eccentric patron into the twentieth
century and home for up to 80 people up until the 1950s,
and legendary sticky carpet breeding ground for hundreds of
aspiring live acts.
The Esplanade so entrenched itself into Melbourne culture
that reciting its Boulevarde moniker was too unwieldly, and
generations ago The Espy became its universal alias.
In 1990 it survived plans to be redeveloped into apartments,
becoming listed with the National Trust. In 1995 it was bought
by CUB, which sold it only two years later to Becton Group,
planning a 35-storey tower at the rear, but a battle waged by
music lovers rallied over its pedigree, saving its legend again.

The four SHR directors had come to know Paul and Vince
really well, and spent long nights discussing the future of The
Espy, including its place in the genre of large-format coastal
pubs more commonly found in Sydney and Brisbane. SHR was
in the process of creating Garden State, and beginning to feel
The Espy may never reopen, saw the big Flinders Lane pub
as potentially the final leg of their journey toward the St Kilda
juggernaut.
SHR is Andy and Matt Mullins, Doug Maskiell, Thomas Birch
and more recently Andrew Larke, bringing decades of pub
experience between them as the group looks at two decades
of operations. Matt poses that they as a group feel the loss of
every pub that falls in favour of an apartment building, as part
of the precinct’s history is permanently stripped away.
Nevertheless, it was a major decision whether or not to

In 2006 it was bought by former nightclub operators Paul
Adamo and Vince Sofo, who operated the old pub through its
fading years as a mecca for loud bands and spilt beer, before
closing it unexpectedly in 2015 for a long-overdue restoration.
Victorian pub doyens Sand Hill Road (SHR) has been
responsible for the development of 12 Melbourne pubs,
including the highly acclaimed Garden State Hotel, Prahran
Hotel, and Terminus Hotel.

The Basement
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purchase The Espy, which they describe as the Everest of
Melbourne pubs.
“Because it’s so dangerous, it’s so exhilarating, it’s so technical
… it’s something you need to have climbed a few peaks before
you attempt,” suggests Andy Mullins.
In 2016 SHR took over the semi-renovated site with high
hopes and comprehensive plans, based firmly in the hard
numbers and historic knocks behind their accumulated
wisdom.
“Next year is our 20th in pubs. That’s the apprenticeship we
needed before this. The sum of learning from all our mistakes.”
Having turned around a dozen lost pubs, the guys suggest
there is none in the country that would elicit such an
emotional response as this has, its legacy drawing the
diametrically opposed responses of both “how dare they” and
“thank god somebody is doing it”.
After a further year of planning and detailed preparation, the
resurrection of The Espy truly began at the close of 2017, just
11 months before it was scheduled for a triumphant return.
SHR knew it was an ‘all or nothing’ prospect, that seemingly
no-one else was willing or qualified to do. Simultaneously
they knew The Espy they had known in the 90s had almost
died, and they must find a way to make it work in the modern
context.
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“We realised if The Espy was going to work it has to talk to
a whole new market that don’t know what you mean when
you say ‘The Espy’,” explains Andy. “Most of our staff are in that
group – 20 to 30 years old – they just don’t know what you’re
talking about.”

MOUNTAIN TO CLIMB
Whatever The Espy was, or could be, the scale and state of the
building was always going to be a work of epic proportions.
The project came to count 637 tradies inducted onto the
site, with an average of 144 workers onsite on any given day.
Bringing a 140-year-old building up to code means massive
challenges in retrofitting alone, despite any need to hide these
essential systems.
Although treasures were found throughout, in the form of
original doors and fittings, practicality nothing seen today
in the venue is original equipment. SHR took over to a full
demolition site. All wiring and plumbing had been or needed
to be removed from the entire building.
Leading the vision was Matt Mullins, working with stylist
Eleisha Gray, planning with Senz Project Management,
engaging Techne Architects and Hutchinson Builders. Early
in the project the concept of “Kickarse Victorian Grandeur”
emerged, which led much of the decision-making.

WEI
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A complex process was used to budget for and justify the
build to mitigate risk and optimise its long-term success.
SHR worked with Semz to analyse data from their portfolio
of prior builds, in which each had been strategically planned
and costed in terms of square meterage allocated to every
facet – service areas, amenities, back of house, storage and
everything else seen and unseen.
Going into this project, all the figures and costs of the prior
builds were projected onto The Espy, adding more per square
metre in some areas, such as for bar finishes and imported
furnishings, subtracting in others, such as structural changes.
A calculation involving dozens of factors produced what they
felt was a realistic estimate of what The Espy would cost to
build and get running.
“We were pretty confident we’d done the homework, so set
that as our budget and built to that,” says Matt. “We knew how
it would look and feel, now – what do we think we can turn
over? That process took several months, sitting around with
our top guys, the whole finance team, marketing, functions,
operations, talking about seasonality, patron capacity, the
size of bars and product skew, trying to produce an accurate
cashflow estimate. It was really complicated, but we’ve got a
good team, they’ve done it all before and know what they’re
doing.”
The five-level building takes up virtually the entire footprint
of the site, adding to the job’s complexity. Unable to get
permission to occupy the sidewalk, site offices had to be set
up inside and relocated as needed.
A tremendous amount of services needed to be fitted,
meaning high-pressure fire piping inside walls, ceilings and
bulkheads, and major works to facilitate air-conditioning.
Investigations during demo found much of the roof was
dilapidated and needed to be replaced. Furthermore, the lack
18 | December 2018 PubTIC

of air space above the pub due to the apartments to the rear
meant a mechanical plant, which would typically go on the
roof or elsewhere outside, had to be specially accommodated.
A huge new mechanical deck had to be built on a custom
steel platform inside the roofline, with the weight transferred
through to ground level. This area then had to be enclosed
and waterproofed. Anticipated structural issues were also
uncovered in some of the foundations, requiring on-the-fly
re-engineering or shoring up.
Council worked in closely throughout the project, and aided
by community pressure to reopen the iconic venue, the DA
process was reportedly complex but relatively smooth.
It was a very conscious decision to open the whole pub in
one hit, rather than in stages. As an extremely complex job
that could easily have blown out months in its execution,
the renovation ran around the clock the last two months but
came in on time and budget.
The group came to spend approximately $12.5 million on
works, and another $2.5 million on stock and start-up, opening
in November to instant success on the run to Christmas.

NEW LEGEND EMERGES
One advantage of The Espy’s fame and history was archival
material available, adding to the trove of photos and records
uncovered within its nooks and crannies. Old black and
white photos depicting the brilliant white façade were used
to restore it in-kind, and period furnishings and skirts and
architraves found in disused rooms incorporated where
possible.
Compliance was a constant issue, retro-fitting a nineteenth
century building for safety and egress. Adding to the

jll.com.au/hospitality

JLL Hotels and Hospitality Group
Wish to take this opportunity to thank all of our loyal clients,
transaction partners and industry associates a very Merry Christmas.
We hope all of our friends in the pub and accommodation sectors have
a safe and enjoyable break with their families and loved ones.
We are looking forward to enjoying a busy and prosperous 2019 together
and providing valuable advice to owners and operators alike.
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complexity was incorporating it to fit in with the more than
550 different finishes, fittings and fixtures, 140 types of lighting,
80 types of chair and 75 different tables.
Approaching The Espy from Fitzroy Street, to the north, one
can enter at street level into what was the original public bar.
Care was taken here to recreate this space, with the same
floors and ceiling it had for decades.
Downstairs from here is The Basement – intended as it has
always been, as fertile ground for up-and-comers. The stage
will soon run seven nights a week again, putting up everything
from garage punk to serious blues, typically set up intimately
with small tables and candles. SHR report this area has been
quickest to emulate The Espy of old, almost immediately
overflowing with returning devotees amongst young crew
looking to be the next era.
Much of the room is plastered with historic rock billposters
that look like the evolution of decades of gigs.
“There was a locked room upstairs, we opened it up and
there were about two and a half thousand posters, and old
black and white photos from The Espy,” recalls Andy. “It was
an amazing find. It wasn’t just Vince and Paul’s time, it was
two or three owners that had been saving demo tapes and
everything.”
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Below The Basement, stepping off from its bar, is a small space
that has been set up as a cocktail lab for consumer activations,
giving a dedicated place to show off the venue’s intriguing
spirits programs.
The main entrance off street level is through the centre of a
smallish courtyard, leading up stairs beneath The Espy’s iconic
billboard awning heralding upcoming acts into the more
recent main bar. The old main bar lined the southern wall, out
into what was an addition from 1921 added onto the front.
At the eastern end of this long bar used to be the main stage,
hosting thousands of belting pub bands through the 70s, 80s
and 90s.
The previous owners had planned a terrace above the front
addition, which would have left ceiling height unacceptably
low. SHR ditched this idea, removing the ceiling, revealing a
picturesque profile of the original building they determined
was good to lose. A retractable glass roof was installed instead,
adding to the outdoor effect of the new bay windows opening
onto St Kilda beach. The long bar was reduced, adding to
space in this front area.
While pulling off a sublime indoor-outdoor effect in this new
main bar, the design worked to integrate it with the smaller
public bar next level down, aiming to overcome the noticeably
different markets of wine and cocktails in the sun versus crafty
beers with the mates.

MAJOR FEATURE
The main bar retains the musical presence of a small
stage, beneath a modest lighting rig, that can be removed
completely or actually tripled in size. It is intended more for
the likes of Tash Saltana, cult figure of the emerging market of
‘Bed-Roomers’, who has played here, mixing and performing
high-tech electronic music.
“This market that comes up off the beach, they look at that
and think it’s a stage. The old crew that come to The Espy
don’t acknowledge that as a stage,” poses Andy.
Beyond the stage is The Espy’s magnificent branching
staircase, leading to upper levels – some not seen by
the public in decades, if at all. Beside it is the somewhat
understated entrance to the famous Gershwin Room, the site
of live recordings of the ABC’s Rockwiz for many years and
one of Melbourne’s institutional band rooms.
Entering the Gershwin’s foyer you are confronted with a
collage of work by local artist Fred Negro, who came to St
Kilda in 1968 and spent vast amounts of time at The Espy,
‘documenting’ its patrons and comings and goings in his own
style, dubbed seminal punk. He still plays in bands in the area.
“A lot of his work would be deemed too offensive to put up,
but this stuff was part of his legacy,” says Andy. “We found it in

that room upstairs. We called him and said ‘what do you want
to do with your art, we’d love to show it’ he said ‘yes, please
put it …’ his actual words were ‘where every c*nt can see it’.”
The Gershwin Room itself is in fact the only part of The Espy
SHR did not change, except for adding the requisite fire and
air-handling, and new sound and lighting systems. Like all
buildings of the time, there were no sprinklers, let alone c-bus
electrics or air-con. What it did have was ornate gold-leaf
ceilings and walls and capacity for 550 fans, plus the fewdozen obligatory hangers-on to the bigger acts. Boasting a full
bar and several entrances, its future will see a mix of ticketed
musical acts and versatile functions.
Bands enter through the stage door, coming off a glass-sided
public space beside the bistro that is lined with classic photos
found onsite of former artists who have played the pub,
including Chrissie Hynde, Polly Jean Harvey and The Living
End.
Between the main bar and this corridor is The Espy’s fully
functional recording and mastering studio, with full engineer’s
suite. The boys are fans of a UK pub that has such a set-up,
using it to engage with the younger music market through
podcasts and live streams. They plan to get new-age
musicians to promote their upcoming shows via this studio,
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also to charge corporations for its use, to fund ongoing
free use by young artists, and their fans that would not be
interested in an old-school pub band.
“But they do podcasts, they do listen to Tash Saltana and Ed
Sheeran” says Andy. “So if the public bar and basement are
old-school, this is very much new-school.
“We’re also using it to record history. We’re bringing in old
locals, regulars, tour managers, bookers, chefs, staff, owners …
to come and talk to us about the living history of The Espy.”
Beyond the glass studio is the pub’s primary foodservice
area, Espy Kitchen, led by group executive chef Ash Hicks,
formerly of the two-hatted Circa The Prince, fronting a team
of 60 chefs. The steaming, smoking operation openly displays
two wood-fired pizza ovens, two flame grills and a French
rotisserie, heading up a full commercial kitchen.
The Espy Kitchen bistro area also houses the rows of barrels
in its barrel-aging program, used in the boutique cocktails, as
well as augmentations of beer and wine.
Venturing to the next floor up the ornate staircase, you are
confronted with the group’s striking vision for the multigenerational venue, embracing its heritage by attempting to
emulate what the building might have looked like if never
tainted by renovation, or even maintained. SHR engaged
acclaimed UK artist Megan Milton, famous for her restorative
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work in a similar vein of bombed WWII London buildings.
Andy says they got lucky.
“She was travelling through Melbourne, living in Abbottsford
for a holiday. We got her into the Espy, and she was here for
ten months, bringing it back to what it would look like if noone had done anything to it.”
The first wall she investigated, atop the main staircase,
revealed under layers of wallpaper and paint a delicate pink
render that fit with what was known about it being an opulent
seaside retreat, in the aftermath of the Victorian gold rush. A
wall on the lower level later revealed a graffiti pencil sketch
of a gentleman in suit and tie dating back to the 1920s, under
subsequent layers of paper.
An alternative to the stairs, the elevator at the rear speaks
to the Hotel’s unique and at times patchwork layout, with
buttons promising access to six of the nine levels in the fivestorey building. At one point the lift transports occupants from
one stop, up a further half-metre, to let them out a different
door into a different level.
First stop off the ground is Mya Tiger, The Espy’s Cantonese
restaurant, open from 11am to 10pm. It was inspired by the
Chinese cook-shops that sprang up throughout St Kilda
during the 1850s gold rush, offering golden velvet banquettes
adorned with tassels, set against dark timbers, under
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traditional ceiling fans and floor-to-ceiling windows that
welcome sea breezes and showcase the west-facing view of
the Bay.
This kitchen is led by the acclaimed Sarah Chan, formerly of
Longrain and Lotus Dining, who reportedly wanted to get
back in touch with her Cantonese heritage. The menu sees
classic snacks like sesame prawn toast beside ginger chicken
dumplings and crispy pork bao, with protein bases of roast
duck, car siu pork and crispy pork belly.
Seafood dominates the main courses, such as whole market
fish, XO pippies and Typhoon King prawns. To finish, guests
contemplate the likes of mango coconut pudding and red
bean pancakes.
Mya Tiger is equipped with its own complete kitchen,
including duck station. In fact, there is no interplay at all
between the two kitchens, and certainly no food running, with
each a very distinct market.
Downstairs was briefed to offer food that could be held, and
eaten on the street, while embodying the now-standard
‘Masterchef’ factor ahead of the inevitable reviews by both
professional and amateur critics.
The upstairs dining, by comparison, was to have all
the complexity of a Flinders Lane restaurant, while
accommodating the cool and casual off its beachside location.
Andy describes the pitch as “black tie with boardshorts”.
Adjoining Mya Tiger is a suave sit-up dining space and full

dispense bar, serving cocktails, but also with a self-service
beer fridge for diners. Beside this area, up three steps or one
stop on the elevator, is the Green Room – a decadent early
twentieth century-styled cocktail bar, with plush emerald
booths to tie in with its Asiatic neighbour, ornate ceiling
cornices over bespoke carpet, and an impressive marbletopped bar.
At the far wall is a slightly pale, delicate mural, by 8 Food Walls,
that lends itself to the decadent resort atmosphere of the
room. Upon closer inspection it can be seen to continue the
waterline observed through the windows, and every evening
during The Espy’s famous sunsets over the Bay, the falling sun
hits this wall, bringing the painting’s colours to life in a striking
display.
This cocktail bar area offers a fun and vibrant cocktail
selection, using many of the ingredients in the Mya Tiger
menu, such as in the Beijing Peach, combining jasmineinfused Wyborowa polish vodka with lime and peach, or the
Chinese 5-Spice Highball.
Off the Green Room are unisex toilets, with a large multistationed hand-made marble sink, leading to a classy oldschool ladies’ powder room, with intricate jungle-themed
wallpaper and the requisite dose of fancy mirrors.
Beyond the amenities are the two band rooms, which the
team spared the typical quotient of old rock n’ roll posters,
wanting to engage with the anticipated mix of artists from
jazz-blues to metal to punk, opting instead for inviting

The Green Room
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chesterfield lounges, adding comforting reality to a bold
colour scheme of purple walls and lime green carpet.
The journeyed elevator is also pathway to what is effectively
the exclusive area of the all-welcome establishment; access
to the top level’s Alfred Felton bar is only possible using a key
obtained from the concierge downstairs. The lift itself speaks
of the wonders to be found above, a glass wall opposite its
primary door revealing as you rise historic black and white
photos of the room inhabited by the man himself.
Making his fortune in a successful pharmaceutical company,
Alfred Felton, an avid art collector, lived for 20 years on the top
floor of the Esplanade Hotel, amongst a growing personal art
collection and library. Passing in 1904, most of his estate went
to create the Felton Bequest, which has funded acquisition of
many valuable artworks in the National Gallery of Victoria.
The Ghost of Alfred Felton bar was based around the concept
of a restoration of Felton’s residence, and although fully open
and functional, remains a work in progress, guided by books
on his collections. This level of the pub had been derelict for
more than 60 years.
He was reputedly the first person in Australia to own a
gramophone, and hosted lavish parties playing the latest
music from overseas. The first room encountered is the
recreation of his library, adorned with leather-bound books
from the period and exquisite furnishings. SHR’s Matt and
Alicia Mullins styled the whole area, flying to the UK every few
months to inspect items sourced by the half-dozen antique
dealers they had engaged, before shipping what they liked
back to Melbourne.
This level includes a wafted scent created specifically, invoking
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sandalwood and vanilla to accompany the leather, mahogany
and hand-woven fabrics. The music coming through unseen
speakers is reminiscent of what one might have heard once
on an old gramophone, perhaps in a movie about an eccentric
millionaire. While not strictly period, it is far more entertaining
than the solemn arias typical of the late 1800s.
The ornate and well-stocked bar produces its own list of
bespoke cocktails befitting the mood, and the snack menu in
the Ghost of Alfred Felton features the likes of classic iterations
of beef tartare, jardiniere pickles, and prawn cocktail.
Felton died leaving near two-hundred paintings to the NGV,
but sadly the curator at the time didn’t value his contribution
to the Victorian art world, keeping only two. Two artists Felton
sought were Septimus Power, and Rupert Bunny, the son of
his close friend Judge Bunny. Felton sponsored and fostered
Bunny’s art, the young painter going on to become an
important figure in the Australian art world.
The SHR directors treasure this aspect of the Hotel’s character
and vow to revive it alongside the pub.
“We’ll build our collection to mimic the 175 paintings he had.
We’ve currently got about 46, 47,” says Andy. “Those rooms
will never stop. For the next 20 years we’ll just keep layering
them with his art, and hopefully in ten years or so they’ll look
pretty similar to those he lived in.”

BACK-STAGE
Behind the glitz and polish of The Espy’s 12 bars and multiple
levels thread the corridors and coolrooms that make it
all possible. There is custom storage for liquor, and pizza
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toppings, and dry goods. An industrial wash station receives
every dirty glass in the building, six to seven staff grinding
away in the steam, turning over trolleys full of glassware
pushed up ramps and down hallways to be spotlessly cleaned.
The loading bay, which also serves as bump-in area for bands,
the Gershwin Room stage being about five metres inside,
leads to the service and goods elevator, transporting vast
quantities of stock to each level.
Approximately 280 staff go to make The Espy tick, requiring
dedicated staff amenities, toilets and lockers. The functions
team boasts its own office amid a maze of modified and retrofitted but fundamentally old spaces.
Around ten per cent of the staff came from within the SHR
group, leaving more than 200 needing to be acquired and
trained. The group’s HR team pulled off some innovative
exercises, including morning drives at local hostels, and
advertising for positions with posters suggesting perhaps you
wanted to “give up your day job” and come and work at St
Kilda’s best pub.
Recruitment sessions literally had novices arriving with plans
to quit their current job and in all, thousands of applications
came in for the positions. Management espouse the theory
that if a person has personality, is willing to learn and work
as a team but don’t have the typical skillset, they will hire and
train them. This has reportedly worked with great success
across many of the venues.
Scotty Clark is The Espy’s hard-working general manager.

Group sommelier for SHR is acclaimed wine writer Matt
Skinner, co-founder of Fifteen Restaurant in the UK with Jamie
Oliver and Tobie Puttock.
Group bar manager is Kevin Peters, formerly of famed bars
Eau de Vie and The Everly. Adrian DeSilva looks after stock and
systems for the venue, ensuring everything works as it should
and is there when needed, from pallets of fruit deliveries to
eleven garbage collections each week. All bars only use fresh
limes, and lemons, and demand for fresh-pressed watermelon
juice soon created need for an outside supplier of the stuff,
but still no pre-made alternatives or fruit cordials are used
anywhere.
Speaking on what it takes to create and operate this kind of
large-format venue, the senior staff spoke of making the most
of the year prior to opening to get concepts and programs in
place.
“The big thing was not cutting back on what we offer, and
executing an amazing offer on a large scale,” suggests Peters.
“Just because it’s a big venue, doesn’t mean you can’t give it
that small venue appeal. It really comes down to systems back
of house, and making sure that you have the space to operate
it and get everything ready.”
“We were very lucky to be involved early in the design process,
to say ‘this is what we do need’,” furthers Skinner. “It’s been
really good having these guys around. We worked together on
our last venue and we’ve just scaled it up.”
DeSilva suggests a key lesson the team learned doing other

Andy Mullins
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around 150 labels of a dozen varietals, including 11 Rieslings
in the Tiger alone. Across all its venues, SHR is leveraging its
buying power to allow introduction of core specialties, while
catering to the individual personality of each location.
Similarly, there is a unique cocktail list on each floor, bringing
its own challenges to set up and execute, not the least being
a need to tie in with food menus. The main bar ranges
draught cocktails, pouring house-made espresso martinis
and strawberry-infused Aperol spritz, but everything else to
service. Its bespoke cocktails typify seaside classics, or inhouse bottled negronis or old-fashioneds, served with a big
block of ice.
pubs, particularly Garden State, was to treat The Espy as three
different levels, and offerings, not one massive list of beer,
wine and cocktail supplies. And that at the end of the day they
are a pub group, and the pub is a place for community.

The barrel-aged program is also incorporated here, with
price point a major consideration across the range, making
for a list starting at $12 and maxing out at $19 for a quality
cocktail. All the bars serving cocktails utilise a system adopted
by the group where non-perishable ingredients are prepared

This is reflected in the three wine lists, in the public bar, Mya
Tiger, and The Ghost. The main bar offers up 55 wines, starting
at nine dollars a glass, ranging up to $98 per bottle. Skinners
describes this as a “traditional, democratic list” with something
for everybody, noting classics and a few known names mixing
with some new producers, all in the good-value spectrum.
While a completely different list, that in Mya Tiger follows the
same basic ethos but with a few more expensive options. This
was likely the most crucial of the pubs wine lists, built around
the Asian cooking cornerstones of sweet, sour, salty and spice.
Despite the top-shelf exclusive nature of The Ghost, the
directors were adamant it would offer a range encompassing
a $14 bottle of prosecco through to a Rose valued at $200, and
you won’t be treated any differently according to what you
order.
The three wine lists cater to the three distinct levels, totalling

and bottled in advance, to maintain quality while improving
service. This method has been implemented across all SHR’s
venues.
“Downstairs it’s so we can get drinks out without people
waiting too long, upstairs it’s so we can actually spend more
time with our guests and interact with people, as opposed to
being head-down smashing out drinks,” explains Peters.
Mya Tiger and the Green Room offer a selection of 15
cocktails, contrasting sweet ingredients with spicy food and
some frozen classics presented in new ways. The Ghost lists
15 bespoke and highly curated creations, in three categories.
Some of these involve processes that take up to 48 hours after
the bottles, largely gins, arrive onsite.
Wherever possible, all fruit cutting, juicing and mint-picking
is done back of house, and Peters reports they are working
with the chefs to create smoothies with the otherwise wasted
pulps. At times overlapping, the bar and kitchen staff actively
work to help each other, fostering teams over front or back of
house.
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“I’ve never worked with a company where it’s so symbiotic,
and everyone just gets along,” furthers Peters. “We help each
other out absolutely anywhere you can.”
The group bar manager believes cocktails in particular are
about more than just making money – they are a weapon in
the war to give customers a better experience, particularly in
the era of Instagram. He envisions a seasonal menu like the
group does at Garden State, which is half the capacity, despite
the challenge this brings changing systems and retraining
dozens of bartenders every few months. He has already begun
fine-tuning the line-up in St Kilda.
“The saying is if it’s not broke don’t fix it, but we can still say
even if it’s not broke, how can we make it better? I think it’s
important to stay relevant to what’s going on, and give the
customer the best experience you can.”
Looking back at the year in the making, the well-oiled SHR
management machine noted their respect for how “insanely

hop on Saturdays, and comedy sessions of a Sunday night.
The Main Bar will focus on the contemporary electronica, and
headliners will grace the Gershwin. All this will be managed
under the tutelage of 14-year veteran Rockwiz producer, Peter
Bain-Hogg.
SHR is very aware of the gap between summer and winter
in St Kilda, and while not predominantly an outdoor-focused
venue, will actively work to give people reasons to come in
during the less idyllic months, while playing up the sun and
seaside where and when possible.
To this end there is a healthy smattering of intimate, moody
spaces inside, and an ongoing artist’s program will focus its
activations on the cooler months.
The Group purposefully design every nook and cranny of
every venue with a plan they continue to tweak, factoring
space required for every facet of operation. They attest that
this produces a measurable balance between patron and
operations, with the ability to allocate an ideal allotment to
anything required.

organised” the project was, from the twenty-odd people
coordinating elements to the weekly site meetings to the
directors there alongside them carrying bump-in boxes.

Snaking throughout the multiple levels and mezzanines, The
Espy totals capacity coming up for 1800. Taking comfort in the

“It was a meeting with Matty Mullins, he sat us down and said
‘what do you guys need to execute this venue?’,” recalls Peters.
“I’ve done a few opens in the past. It’s usually a bit scrambled
and you’re trying to put the pieces in place at the last minute.
For the owners to say that is pretty special.”
“No-one was more excited to be here than they were,” says
Skinner. “They’d been dreaming about it for a long time, and
were here day one to be part of it.”

GETTING ON WITH THE
SHOW
The now-rocking Espy will consistently host live music every
night, often on multiple stages, and mostly un-ticketed. The
Basement will boom emerging youngsters on Fridays, hipDecember 2018 PubTIC | 31
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value of the major structural works being applied to their historic
freehold, SHR stand to benefit from needing only cosmetic works
for the next decade or two.
Charged with the weight of a legacy no-one could quite identify
anymore, the result is one interpretation of a passionate group,
being an artificially distressed interior finish they hope reflects the
timeless nature of the legend they adopted. On quiet nights, the
boys gather their instruments in the Gershwin Room and reap an
unsung benefit.
“When there are no bands here, we set up our own gear and just
come and play,” admits Andy. “It’s the prize we won for doing the
Espy.
“We know people that are obsessed with the history over the last
forty years … the music. But this is a 140-year-old pub, so we really
wanted to have a ‘feeling’ to it. This was so much harder than
regular construction, but so much more rewarding.”
For brother Matt, the pub is literally the culmination of decades of
dreaming, and exactly why he got into the game all those years
ago.
“One of the most gratifying things about opening the place
has been the diversity of the crowd. We have had every type of
Australian and international tourist I can think of come through
and spend time at the place, which has been amazing.
“We hope that will continue forever – it’s what the Espy should be.”
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BEER BUSINESS

THE FUTURE IS
INDEPENDENT: SURVEY
Data from a big Beer Cartel survey and IBA show how independence continues
to be increasingly important to the beer-drinking market. Australian Brewery
sales manager and craft beer sentient David Ward reports
On 12 December the Independent Brewers Association (IBA)
released its annual report.
While most in the wider hospitality and brewing industry will
we be working through until the new year, it is still a good
time to reflect on some of the strides the organisation has
made over the previous 12 months. Also, to acknowledge
the work that still needs to be done to grow the independent
brewing industry.
But first, what is an independent brewer in Australia? As
defined by the association, a brewer based in Australia must:
Have aggregate beer sales < 40 million litres per calendar year
Not more than 20 per cent share in an operation with
aggregate beer sales over 40 million litres per calendar year
Not be more than 20 per cent owned by a brewery with
aggregate beer sales of 40 million+ litres per calendar year
While some might suggest that other metrics could be in
place, volume is perhaps the easiest way to eliminate brewers
majority owned by larger multinationals.

A beer judging competition that is a proving ground for
quality product, clear origin stories on packaging, and some
excise relief for brewers are all a good start, but more needs to
be done.
Brewers in Australia already pay more than twice the OECD
average in excise (up to 43 per cent of total price). It is also
to be paid at the point of production, meaning the brewer
has already paid it before the beer is even sold. The brewer
must then wait to be paid, sometimes as long as 30-60 days.
A more relaxed excise environment would mean that brewers
can turn that extra money into more beer to sell.
As the industry digests the recent purchase of Melbourne
Good Beer Week by the IBA, the signs point to continued
growth in the craft beer industry. It is becoming increasingly
clear that a large part of this is going to be driven by
independent brewers.
A healthy and vibrant brewing industry is healthy for the
hospitality industry, and the customers who frequent them.
We are proud at the Australian Brewery to be independent and
look forward to working with the IBA to spread the good word.

Key successes for the organisation this year have included
excise tax relief for brewers, and the launch of the
Independence Seal (pictured), which you can now find
adorning beer cans as well as pub and bar doors countrywide. Another step forward was the rebrand of the CBIA beer
awards to the Indies and the annual Brewcon and trade expo.
With a new brewery opening every 6 days, and as of June
2018 a total count of 547 in the country, it has never been
more important to increase the focus on consumer education
and awareness of the independent brewing industry.
Especially in a market where consumers are caring more and
more for genuine provenance in brands. This was recently
shown with 83 per cent of the 18,000 respondents in the 2018
Beer Cartel craft beer survey indicating independence has a
medium to large influence on purchases.
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BIG NEWS
OPENING SEASON
PRODUCES RESULTS
In November, Laundy Hotel Group unveiled its repositioned
destination pub, the Woolwich Pier Hotel.
Having bought it from the
Medich family in 2015, for
the past few years LHG has
maintained the operation –
known locally as The Pier – at
the end of Woolwich Road.
After developing a concept they
felt was in tune with what was
wanted, architects Alexander &
Co were engaged to help create
the new look, with a brief for a
contemporary, casual elegance
with a refreshing coastal feel,
while respecting the heritage
fabric of the 1885 building.
After months of planning and preliminary work, the curtain
dropped on The Pier for around three weeks while key
elements were done without patron reshuffling, before a quiet
reopening early November.
After three years closed and a big renovation, Ben McBeath
reopened the historic six-storey Great Northern Hotel to a
thriving new Newcastle.
The striking Art Deco pub was built in 1938, offering a large
street-level public bar below 88 accommodation rooms. Kurt
Braune bought it in 2003, selling in 2013 to developer Bass
Elhashem, who revived plans to restore it, starting work in
2015 but stopping at the need for an electrical substation.
Work had begun on Newcastle’s light rail, tearing up the street
outside for over half a year.
McBeath, who operates Sydney’s Arthouse Hotel and Deck Bar
in Dee Why, worked with NSW Heritage to restore the timehonoured drinking hole. After months of work by an army
of tradesmen, the main bar and new sports bar swung open
early November.
May Hotels has unveiled its latest brand refreshment of Manly
Wharf Hotel in time for the summer season. The iconic pub
is located within the historic wharf at Manly where the ferry
docks, literally above the water lapping onto Manly Beach.
The now-completed upgrade included extending the bar so
the team can serve the full cocktail list, as well as changing
the menus, refreshing the look of the space, and working with
authorities on refurbishing the wharf.
GM Justin Tynan says it is all part of a long-term strategy to
stay top-of-mind.
“We try and reinvent ourselves every 12-18 months, so we
stay current within the community. We want to retain our
current customers, yet attract new ones from the city, as well
as tourists.”
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REGULATORS WIELD THE AXE
The Independent Liquor & Gaming Authority (ILGA)
suspended the licence of a western Sydney pub for 24 hours
under the Minors Sanctions Scheme, for serving over ten
schooners to two 17-year-olds. The Authority dictates the
outcomes of cases under the Scheme, which it notes are
‘discretionary’ decisions, considered on a case-by-case basis.
Police noticed two young male patrons during a walkthrough
of the North Richmond Hotel on 25 August 2017. The men
admitted to being only 17 years of age, and a staff member to
serving them without checking for ID. Both the staff member
and licensee were issued penalty notices.
ILGA heard the case, announcing a 24-hour closure to take
place Monday 12 November.
“The Authority considered a range of factors, including
submissions from the licensee and police, and the hotel’s
compliance history,” offered a spokesperson.
NSW Liquor & Gaming released its latest twice annual list of
the State’s violent venues, this round calling out 12 venues
– down one from the May edition, citing 18 fewer incidents
overall.
L&G reports a reduction of 86 per cent in incidents since the
scheme began in 2008, down from 1,270 to 183 this report.
Significant was Argyle Hotel, up four incidents since it debuted
last round under its sister venue Munich Brau Haus’ licence.
Newcastle’s Sydney Junction Hotel cleaned its act to the tune
of nine incidents, taking it down to level two from its poll
position last report.
Merivale’s uber-patronised ivy similarly fell to level two, with
just 17 incidents in the past 12 months, making it over 500
times safer per capita than figures shown for assaults on the
Sydney CBD streets.

REDCAPE FINALLY MEETS
THE ASX
The long-awaited IPO of Redcape Hotel Group hit the
trading floor 30 November, after success securing pre-launch
commitments “well in excess” of the minimum funding
required.
ASX-listed investment bank Moelis Australia announced a
fundraising roadshow in October for Redcape, initially citing
plans to raise up to $100m through securities at $1.13.
But a turbulent past month on the markets saw greater
prominence given to the needed to move ahead, and further
sale of up to $20m through sale of existing securities in the
pub company.
Announced the minimum $40m target had been comfortably
reached, a Product Disclosure Statement was lodged with
ASIC. The Initial Public Offering showed 32 assets across
NSW and Queensland, 31 being freeholds. Moelis Australia
will retain at least 37 per cent of Redcape on completion of
the offer. Earnings are forecast at 7.8-8 per cent, and annual
growth of 3.5-5.8 per cent.

BIG NEWS
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALES

then the Gunyah, around 20 minutes’ south.

Paddy Coughlan has parted with his Lady Hampshire to focus
on Frank Strongs, ushering in a new generation of publicans
from Joeys. The Camperdown pub was reopened in early
2016 by Bourke St group, rebranded the Lady Hampshire to
complement nearby sister venue the Lord Gladstone.

Iris has been undertaking extensive work in Newcastle at its
massive restoration and residential project, reviving Australia’s
oldest operating winery, Dalwood Estate, and in September
adding the nearby Peden’s Hotel, in the Hunter Valley.
The circa $30 million off-market acquisition of the Rogers
portfolio through CBRE and Moore & Moore’s was the largest
seen in the area’s history.
And just days later, purchase of the Shaft Tavern was
announced, in a “unique opportunity” for the acquisitive
pub-developers. Set on 6,720sqm adjacent to Elermore Vale
Shopping Centre, back and sunken from the road, it offers a
tired operation and approval for 16 motel-style rooms.
Reg Mawhinney and Geoff Byrne owned it for 15 years, and
put it to market in October through HTL Property with Moore
& Moore. Sources suggest sale price was around $12 million.
Recognising its shortcomings, Iris plans to jump straight into a
door-to-door refurbishment, likely to include construction of
the already approved accommodation.

Closed for a number of years, a million-dollar renovation
brought a modern offering of good pub grub, trendy décor,
a large beer garden popular and crafty beverages. But
increasingly drawn to his beverage enterprise Frank Strongs,
Coughlan listed the Lady in February.
A posse of five successful former St Joseph’s students took up
the offer for an undisclosed price, being Greg Parker, founder
of Parker’s Cellar, former Park Hyatt concierge Chris Traill,
Matthew Comensoli, Andrew Rigney and David Vaughan.
Sam Arnaout’s Iris Group wielded the chequebook in
November, starting with the Kingswood Hotel, which Neville
Blair and family have owned and operated since 2001.

Arthur Laundy tightened his command on the area by
snatching Bells Hotel ahead of its pending auction, longtimers the Miles family bidding farewell after more than four
decades.
Built 1922, Bells Hotel is an institution of Woolloomooloo,
standing proudly opposite both the renowned Finger Wharves
and Laundy’s iconic Woolloomooloo Bay Hotel. The Miles’
owned and operated the pub since buying the leasehold in
1976 and freehold from Tooths in 1990.
It was put to market last month, heading for a well-publicised
auction on 15 November, with pundits tipping sale price well
into double-digits. But demonstrating their connection to the
asset, the family agreed to a sale ahead of time for a price
believed to approach $15 million.

The two-storey brick pub recently underwent a rebrand to the
Milestone. It’s on around 2,000sqm on the Highway, opposite
Kingswood Railway Station, the last stop before Penrith, with
a newly renovated kitchen and 25 EGMs in smoking solution,
plus two vacant lots at the rear, adding another 1,800sqm.
Iris has increasingly made a practice of incorporating
hospitality and development opportunities, and purchased
with a view to a mixed-use development in line with zoning
that could see up to 150 apartments above a pub.
Days later, news emerged Iris had settled on Campbell Rogers’
portfolio in booming Newcastle.
The Rogers acquired Hamilton’s Sydney Junction Hotel in
2014, going on and win Best Casual Dining in 2016. They
progressed to buy the Argenton, around 20 minutes’ west,
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